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Scenario Planning 
How to respond to the 
rapidly changing economy

In a changing and uncertain 
economy, it is vitally important 
for local governments to 
prepare for every scenario and 
ensure their communities can 
sustain negative impacts. 
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Learning objectives

● The impacts of a changing economy

● Real-time budget re-planning

● How to plan for changes in personnel and workforce costs

● How to run scenario & what-if analysis

● Communicating budget decisions

● Keeping citizens informed
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In this session we will discuss the following:



Factors that contribute to a 
changing economy 
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● Natural disasters

● Epidemics/pandemics

● Labor shortages/high unemployment
● Stagnation of industrial production and

retail sales



Concerns that 
come with a 
changing economy

● Loss of revenue
● Impact to reserves
● Cash flow
● Furloughs
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Impacts on current and future 
operating budgets
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● Forecasting is more difficult

● Shape of recovery
○ V shape with quick drop and recovery
○ U shape with longer bottom
○ W shape with longer, bumpier curve
○ L shape with longer slower recovery
○ Swoosh shape with sharp decline, slow recovery



How a changing economy can 
affect your budget
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● Staffing difficulties

● Program costs

● Cost of materials 

● Reallocation of funds

● Pausing capital projects

● Allocation of federal/state funding or grants



What does that look like for a 
finance department?
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● Making updates to the budget outside of the budget cycle

● Re-calculating personnel costs

● Allocating staff time

● Moving personnel costs associated with capital projects to 
contractors

● Adding/removing capital projects



Real-time budget re-planning

Where do I start?
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Real-time budget re-planning
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● What might you need to adjust in your budgets?

○ Personnel costs, supply costs, capital expenditures 

● What else do these changes impact?

○ Current budgets, future budgets, capital improvement plans

● Who do these changes need to be communicated with?

○ Internal stakeholders: department heads, councilmembers
○ Constituents



● Why run scenario & what-if analysis?

○ Guide decision making from a single or multi–year perspective
○ Compare personnel or capital requests

● What do you measure/compare in a scenario & what-if analysis?

○ Comparison between mandates, promises and necessities
○ Comparison to recession recovery models

● What to do with this information?

○ Leverage in the budget building process
○ Share with key stakeholders and help communicate decision rationale
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Scenario & what-if analysis



Personnel Budgeting

● Vacancy planning

● Position requests

● Impact of inflation

● Cost-of-living adjustments

● Multi-year planning
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Capital Budgeting

● Prioritizing requests

● Researching changes in cost of materials or labor

● How you score and rank requests

● How to communicate capital projects within the 
community
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Common methods of running 
scenarios and what-if analysis

● Within your ERP
○ Built-in projection tools, data export to Excel

● Excel-based process
○ Formulas, pivot tables, graphs

● Web-based platforms
○ Automated, real-time updates, single & multi–year scenarios
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Common methods for budget creation 
and adjustment

● Within your ERP
○ Budget building tools, data export to Excel

● Excel-based process
○ Spreadsheets, formulas, vlookups, pivot tables

● Web-based platforms
○ Automatic calculations, centralized communication, built-in 

forecasting and report building



There are many methods and tools available for running scenarios. 
This example will demonstrate a web-based method.
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Example Demonstration
Running a scenario



Communicating your budget with your council
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● Quick communication

● Visualization of complex financials with charts, graphs and 
infographics

● Ability to quickly update the budget based on council feedback

● Common communication methods:

○ PDF documents
○ Emails
○ PowerPoint presentations
○ Dedicated web pages or microsites



Communicating your budget with residents
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● Eliminate common data requests, misinformation, and mistrust 
by informing citizens and building confidence your local 
government

● Establish a consistent communication process to provide 
citizens a reliable and easy-to-understand source of information

● Common communication methods:

○ Website updates
○ Dedicated web pages or microsites
○ PDF documents



● When Oswego County received their ARPA funds, community 
leaders had a unified vision to ensure an accountable and 
transparent process in their efforts to fund eligible and 
impactful projects using ARPA funds.

● County leaders decided to create a website dedicated 
specifically to informing residents of their recovery plan.
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Example:

Oswego County, NY - ARPA
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Advantages of creating an 
ARPA dedicated website:

● Communicate the plan
● Communicate the process 
● Improve transparency
● Share approved projects

Example:

Oswego County, NY -
ARPA (cont.)

https://county-oswego-ny-budget-book.cleargov.com/3907/introduction/financial-policies


Communication & transparency 
during natural disasters

● Residents want updates on the recovery process to inform their 
own decisions

● Cities and towns must determine a way to communicate with, 
and get input from, all of their residents

● Governments require a modern form of communication to stay 
connected with residents and inform them of progress
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Common solutions:
Webpages, Microsites, PDF documents



● The impacts of a changing economy

● Real-time budget re-planning

● How to plan for changes in personnel and workforce costs

● How to run scenario & what-if analysis

● Communicating budget decisions

● Keeping citizens informed
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Review of learning objectives 
and presentation recap



● Capital Budgeting in the Wake of a Natural Disaster 
(ClearGov)

● ARPA Spending Guideline Principals (GFOA)
● Disaster Preparedness Best Practices (GFOA)
● Tips for Effectively Communicating with the Whole 

Community in Disasters (Department of Homeland 
Security)

● ARPA Capital Planning Made Easy - Oswego County 
Article (ClearGov)
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Helpful Resources

https://cleargov.com/rc/article/capital-planning-natural-disaster
https://www.gfoa.org/american-rescue-plan-spending-guiding-principles
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/disaster-preparedness
https://www.dhs.gov/publication/tips-effectively-communicating-protected-populations-during-preparedness-response-and
https://cleargov.com/rc/article/arpa-capital-planning-made-easy


Audience Questions
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Thank You!


